where f, is a white noise, emerges both in delta modulation and in sigma-delta modulation, see [6, 10, 31]. We prove the existence of a unique invariant measure and some ergodic properties, and discuss a time continuous approximation of the process.
Introduction
The technique of digitization of waveforms (signal or source compression) Ieads in several situations to consideration of certain nonlinear stochastic difference equations, see [2, 12, 16] . In (single-loop) sigma-delta modulation (see [10, 31] ) and in (ideal) deltamodulation (see e.g. [6, 10] ) an important role is played by the first order nonlinear autoregression (1) Un*t: Un-Q(U")+ m*€n,, where e* is a white noise sequence and n-0,1, [16, 18] . The main proofs are given in the Appendix. The subsequent work [17] will contain a more detailed probabilistic analysis of sigma-delta modulation, in [19, 20,28J . In fact, due to (8) every u e R sequence u; is computed % follow readily from (9) and (9) Mean drift conditions: There exist a non-negative function V(.), a compact set K g .R, and a number k ) 0, such that whereKcisthecomp1ementofK,andforsomefixedB> (14) for all u € K.
The function I/(.)
We show next that ( 15) is also sometimes called the function V (*) :: t2 a stochastic Lyapunov function. (1) ( 16) where E((3 ) -oz , Setting iVonJin ear aut oregression the properties required in (13) with (15) (21) ,rrl* # å'hQ;) -l:'h@)' In this Appendix we present a proof of the existence of an invariant measure i.e. Proposition 3.1. The difficulties posed by the threshold in the quantizer map Q(.) *" made explicit in this particular proof, c.f. [7] .
By [28, Theorern 4 .2,, Theorem 4.3] or [19] , for a g-irreducible process the conditions (13)- (14) and the weak continuity or the FbIIer condition would imply the existence of a unique inraria^nt measure (see (19) above). The weak continuity condition is formulated as follows.
Feller condition: The function s@) defined by s(x) :: [ \ilor@ I *)dy Jn is a continuous function for every bounded measurable l(.).
In the present case we have, however, Pr@ lr) -fe?-@-Q@) +*))
and the required continuity need not hold for every /(.) with the assumed properties. It turns out on the other hand that we are able to prove the following lemma on figåtness using (13) with V(x) : a2 , and. that this will entail directly the desired conclusions about the invaria"nt measure.
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Lemrna A,.L. Let (6) aad Assumptions 2.1.1 . 2.1.3, and 2.1'.4 hold. Then the rneasures r"(A), defined on the BoreJ sets A C R by (25) 7r,(A),: * »-" F;(A), i=0 are tight, where for (26) with P'(r; A) defrn that /å 12 Fo(d*)
Proof. Let us c
The function p(. Thus, it follows that r(e(ui) I %) < -r1ao;e(l%l > Eo I %) + Mp(lujlS eo I %).
Rearranging this inequality we obtain (2e) rlno;e(l4l >80 lUo)< Mp(lujl<Ro l%)-n(p(ui) l%).
It follows from the definition of p(.) (cf. (27)) combined with the inequality (16) that -n(B@) I %) < -n{n(v1ui+t) -v(ui) I ui) I u.} ";, since -V(U,) < 0. By the definitions in (25) - (26), as P(lU;l > Eo):4(K"), \'{e carr rewrite (31) as (32) rn(K')= å (* *E(v(%)), since /c(.Rs) > 0 by (28) . Furtherrnore, by (28) (25) and (26) < li=+x|,r",(Aa) < E(6).
Hence, for any Borel set .4
By (39) and (40) we obtain an upper bound for the right hand side of (41), yielding On the right hand side of (42) the sum of the two probability terms is smaller than or equal fo 2E(6). (19) ) means that there exists an invariant measure. As any rp-irreducible, aperiodic
Markov-process, c.f. Lemma 2.1, has at most one invariant measure, the assertion about uniqueness follows, finishing the proof.
